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THAT EVER PRESENT HELP
IN TIME OF TROUBLE—
THE LESSON PLAN
THE lesson plans presented here were
worked out in conference with students teaching in the upper grades of
our Training School. But if there is any
particular value in them, they will be equally suggestive to teachers in the field. For
the real test of a lesson plan is whether or
not it can actually be used in the classroom.
For the benefit of the reader the preliminary data and the explanation under each
step in the procedure are made fuller than
is required of student teachers. For instance, the student teacher would submit the
set of pictures with the third plan; her
statement under materials would likely be
"See pictures and the table giving point and
suggested titles for each."
The steps in the lesson seem to us the
main part of the teacher's thinking in such
plans as these. In a discussion plan a main
question would replace each step; the explanation would consist of the minor questions to be used in the development of the
major, and a statement as to proceedings.
This explanatory material enables the supervisor to visualize the student's intended
procedure and thus make constructive suggestions. I find the thinking out of such
procedure essential in my own teaching after many years of experience. I do not
write it out fully; I jot down the "steps,"
or the main questions, making notes under
each with a private system of shorthand.
We are hoping that this plan form will lead
our student teachers to follow the same line
of attack.

NUMBER 10

In order that each plan may have meaning to the reader there is a statement as to
what large piece of work it is integrated
with. Thus having the daily lessons meet
a real need as revealed during the progress
of the large unit is one of the most valuable
habits the young teacher can acquire. For,
once she does this, she and the children see
a purpose in each lesson. It is then the natural thing to plan the lesson in terms of
what the children will do: solve a problem,
learn to state a point tersely, practice on
their own errors in spelling, making a chart
outlining the main causes of the American
Revolution, illustrate a poem, work out a
story play. This kind of planning makes it
much easier for the teacher and the children
to see that each step in the lesson counts,
that they get something definite done.
Thus planning lessons in steps or stages
in no way limits the teacher's opportunity
to adjust to the situation arising. For it is
seldom that the major steps should be set
aside; and the minor questions are prepared
with the understanding that they are a
guide; they are to be used in case the children do not suggest a better way. Of course,
the skill with which the teacher can use the
children's suggestions and still get her major
problems accomplished is a real measure of
her teaching ability.
Because each of these plans is a part of a
large unit, there is little subject matter
given. Another type of lesson, a discussion
or appreciation lesson, would require a fuller statement of subject matter. But even
there the fact that the large unit of work
contained careful outline of subject matter
would greatly decrease the amount necessary in the small plan. It is at the outset
of each unit of work that the teacher should
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master her subject matter, and that the supervisor should check on her mastery.
PLAN NUMBER ONE
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Grade: Sixth.
Time Allowance: One thirty-minute period.
Large Unit: A campaign involving a series
of related lessons aimed at the improvement of the written page.
Small Unit: Correct form in letter writing. There was no attempt to improve
content; this was done at a period preceding the writing of the letter as a separate
teaching unit.
Material Used: Each child had in his hand
a draft of a letter which he was to send
to a friend. These letters had been carefully read by the teacher and the errors
tabulated under the heads of penmanship,
spelling, arrangement of the letter on the
page, and punctuation of the various
parts of the letter. At the bottom of each
letter the teacher had written comments
concerning each of these four points,
numbering them so that all comments for
one thing, such as penmanship, could be
read aloud easily. The tabulated results
showed that the class as a whole need no
immediate work in penmanship (two or
three children showed need of better
habits of using ink) ; that the spelling
errors were also an individual matter (a
total of ten errors in a class of fifteen);
and that arrangement on the page was
mastered (one child's omission of his
margin was the only error). But the
punctuation was another story; only three
children in the group showed 100% accuracy in an ability that demands mastery. This tabulation concerning errors
was in the hands of the teacher on small
slips of paper while the lesson progressed,
thereby forming part of the material.
STEPS IN LESSON
I. Discussion of Penmanship.
(a) All who had favorable comments
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were asked to stand. Three children
who had made marked progress recently were asked to read their comments aloud. Teacher praised class
for submitting a set of papers so
easy to read and so attractive in appearance.
(b) The children who needed help in using ink were asked how they would
go about making improvement. The
class shared in the discussion, various children giving advice as to
how to avoid "smeary" paper.
(c) One child was cautioned about her
confusion between "m" and "n."
She saw that her spelling errors
were really in this case a penmanship problem. She was advised to
practice letter forms in spare minutes.
II. Correction of the Spelling Errors.
(a) Children having no errors were asked to stand. Teacher commented on
the fact that more than half of the
class had perfect scores.
(b) Children having made errors were
sent to the blackboard to write
misspelled words correctly. They
were led to see why they had made
the error (faulty pronunciation in
more than one case) and how to go
about correcting it.
(c) Teacher suggested to pupils misspelling words that they enter them
in their individual spelling lists for
further study. They were told that
later they would be given a second
chance to spell these same words.
III. Discussion of Appearance of the
Letters.
(a) All children with perfect arrangement were asked to stand. Nothing was said to the one boy who
had omitted his margin; the situation was pointed enough.
(b) The class was commended for this
accuracy in correct form. They
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were told that one absolutely correct performance would not insure
mastery; that they would have to
make sure that they had formed the
habit.
IV. Teaching of Correct Punctuation for
Letter Forms.
(a) The three children with perfect
work were sent to the blackboard
to copy it. They were cautioned
that they must be very careful; this
was in order to build up the idea
that such a skill as correct letterforms is acquired only by constant
care.
(b) The other children were asked to
copy the incorrect parts of their letters; the teacher passed among
them, checking their work.
(c) The children discussed the work on
the blackboard. Since the class errors had centered around the complimentary close, this was given
special attention.
(d) The class wrote a heading, salutation, complimentary close, and signature from dictation. These were
taken up to be checked as the basis
for determining whether or not another teaching lesson was needed.
(e) The class was told that 100% accuracy was expected of every child
in this ability before promotion.
They were told that the job would
occur frequently in their written
tests, throughout the semester.
PLAN NUMBER TWO
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Grade: Eighth.
Time Allowance: One forty-minute period.
Large Unit: The topic of paragraph unity.
Small Unit: To teach that a good title is
narrow or specific; that it is short; and
that it hints at the point sufficiently to
arouse curiosity.
Material Used: Each child had in hand a
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paragraph story, these being selected, in
the main, from Rader and Deffendall's
"Doorway to English." The titles to these
paragraph stories had been omitted, and a
number given to them. The teacher had
in hand a list of the numbers, and the
title belonging to each story. She also
had ready three sets of four titles as noted in Part IV.
STEPS IN LESSON
I. Assignment of the Problem.
The paragraph stories were given out to
the children and they were given a few
minutes to prepare (1) to read the story
aloud clearly; (2) to write the number
of the story with a succinct statement of
its point, on the blackboard; (3) to give
the story a good title.
II. Comparison of the Titles Given by the
Children with Those in the Book.
(a) The class accepted or modified the
point of the story as written on the
board.
(b) The class decided whether the child's
title or the one from the book was
preferable. The teacher guided
them by asking "Which is the
shorter ?" "Which is more clever ?"
"Which hints at the point?"
III. Summary of Standards Set Up so Far.
The teacher expected them to summarize
under the heads: short, clever, suggestive.
The first boy who answered said the title
must be "snappy"; the teacher accepted
this as one main head, and asked the class
to give sub-heads explaining it. They decided on short and clever. The teacher
then helped them find one word that
would say "hints at the point," "suggestive" being finally accepted.
IV. Choosing the Most Specific From a Set
of Related Titles.
(a) The teacher put on the board three
sets of titles: Summer, Swimming,
Diving, and A High Dive; Vacation, Fishing, A Fishing Trip, and
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The Fish I Didn't Catch; A Trip
Through the West, National Parks,
Yellowstone Park, and Old Faithful.
(b) The class was asked to choose the
poorest, and the best of the titles.
They readily saw that a good title
for a paragraph must be narrow;
as they put it, "You could say too
many things about Vacation to
make a good paragraph."
V. Final Summary.
(a) The class added "narrow" to their
standards.
(b) They copied these in their notebooks to be used in preparing a set
of paragraph stories for their school
paper.
PLAN NUMBER THREE
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Because the first plans have been checked
by actual teaching, they are written in the
past tense. This third plan has not been
taught, and is in the future tense. This is
the form in which the student teachers prepare such plans.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Grade: Sixth.
Time Allowance: Approximately sixty
minutes distributed as follows: Fifteen
minutes for the assignment of the problem, twenty-five minutes for the supervised study, and thirty minutes for the
class conference to judge the work.
Large Unit: The making of a single phase
paragraph story, preferably of the incident type.
Small Unit: To teach that a good title
must not only be short and clever; it must
also fit the point of the story.1
Materials; Fifteen pictures cut from various popular magazines. These involved
action, that is, they told a story. For instance, one of the pictures showed a small
Whis plan is a modification of one taught by
Miss Grace Post, fifth grade supervisor, to
whom acknowledgement is gratefully made.
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boy late for school stuffing his books
down his pants by way of preparation.
The pictures were approximately 83d: inches by 11 inches; they were mounted on
dark cardboard.
STEPS IN THE LESSON
I. Developing the Problem.
A. Finding the point to one picture.
What is happening in the picture ? What
story does the picture suggest to you?
What would be the main thing, the point,
to your story?
As various statements of the point are
suggested by the class, I shall write them
on the blackboard. This will help them
select the best one; it will be left in order
that the titles may be written opposite it.
B. Finding a title for a story from one picture.
What will you name your story? Is this
title short enough? Does it arouse the
reader's curiosity ? Do you think it gives
enough hint of the point? Too much?
Since the class is fairly skillful at making short clever titles, these points will
not need stress. All titles meeting these
preliminary tests will be written on the
blackboard, so that the class can study
carefully how well they fit the point. All
titles except the one chosen will be erased before work on another picture is begun.
C. Finding the point and a title to other pictures.
The same procedure as under B will be
used. When the class seems able to do
the work, I shall stop whether this is with
two, three, or four pictures.
II. Individual Work in Finding the Point to
a Picture and Making a Matching Title.
A. Making the pictures accessible to the
class.
The pictures will be arranged about the
room, on the blackboard ledges, on the
window seat, in various places convenient to the children. The class will be
expected to work on not less than three
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and not more than ten pictures. Since
they will be asked to try to use first those
pictures nearest them, the necessary moving about will not disturb the other section reciting in the same room.
B. Guiding the class in orderly arrangement
of their work.
Before the study period, the class will
make a table form to use. I shall ask,
"What will you put as the heading to
the first column? for your second? for
your third? What name will you give
your table?"
The table form will depend somewhat
upon the children's suggestions, but I
shall expect something similar to the following :
Number of Picture
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titles suggested on the blackboard. In
order that this may move smoothly, I
shall number the children in each group.
Then the No. Ts for each picture will
write at the same time, and so on. These
No. Ts will be expected to put column
headings up so that when all work for
each picture is on the blackboard it will
be in a table form.
C. The class will select the best statement
of the point for each picture and the best
title.
D. I shall suggest to the class the preparation of stories based on these titles thus
introducing the next unit, oral and then
written incident stories.
Katharine M. Anthony

Point Suggested

C. Directing the individual work.
Before this period I shall fill out the table
for all the pictures, trying to think of
more than one way of stating the points,
and of several titles for each picture.
As the class works, I shall pass among
them making comments on penmanship,
spelling, and spacing of the work. I
shall give no child direct help; where the
child seems unable to work independently
I shall ask such questions as: "What do
you think is happening in the picture?
Could you state that in still fewer words
without leaving anything important out?
Is the title short enough? Do you think
it would make you want to hear the
story? Would the title do for a story
with a different point?"
III. Judging the .Individual Work.
A. Each child will be asked to report on certain pictures; in so far as possible, the
child will be allowed to choose which
part of his table he prefers submitting
to the class.
B. The children will write the points and

Title Suggested

TRENDS IN CHILDREN'S
BOOKS
IT IS the Century of the Child proclaimed by Ellen Key. Childhood has
ceased to be a terra incognita taken for
granted. Like the North Pole, it has become worth much adult attention. Along
with devoted pioneering and conscientious
stud}"-, as in all new fields, much of the hubbub about children, I suspect, is mere exploitation of their parents and of them.
Mauy a reformer and politician, mindful of
the Catholic Church, is out to catch the children. We are more often bred than born
little conservatives and little liberals. Commerce has discovered the number of expensive things that parents can be made to
desire and purchase for their offspring. Yet
for all that, there is a hopefulness and a
warmth—an illusory air of romantic escape,
too, from the world of social castes, and machines and wars—in all enterprises that pertain to youth. The friendliest people I know
are the international group experimenting in
education. They are more humble than oth-
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